15.Abstract:
Moving targets are those characterized by substantial mobility. Due to this mobility, targeting information is transient in nature lasting only hours or even minutes.
This makes moving targets hard to engage. In the recent past, by the time the target was acquired, identified and targeted, it had relocated making engagement unproductive.
Information technologies (network-centric and sensor-to-shooter concepts) are making this sequence of actions faster and making it viable now to target these time-critical, moving targets. information. 14 This is another justification for establishing doctrine for moving targets and removing some of the fog from around this target set.
.. With this foundation work in place, it is now appropriate to lay out how the research will proceed.
-METHODOLOGY
Joint Pub 3-01.5, Doctrine for Joint Theater Missile Defense, will be'stepped through systematically and analyzed for-evidence supporting this thesis. At the same time,
,important doctrinal considerations for moving targets will be developed.
Where possible, applicable points will be supported with excerpts from the publication and a discussion of their applicability. The'intent is not to cite the entire joint publication. Instead, my thesis will be supported using significant evidence from the publication. The concept above applies directly to moving targets. 19 Ibid., H-7.
Planning and operations are the crux of JTMD doctrine. With the evidence massed, from the specific to the general in this case, I feel JTMD doctrine is applicable in large part to the more general class of moving targets.
RECbO2MEDATION
There was a catalyst for the creation of Joint Theater' Factor force--The instruments of national power that impact operations. Can be air, naval or ground forces, active or reserve.
Can also imply political, economic and military power. 
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Factor time--The concept whereby attempts are made to quantify the impacts of time on operations for all sides in a conflict. Time-space and time-force factors must -be addressed due to the interaction involved.
:.information--(DOD) l. Facts, data, or instructions in any medium or form. 2. The meaning that a human assigns to data by means of the known conventions used in their representation. 3 2 information superiority--(DOD) That degree of dominance in 'the information domain which permits the conduct of operations without effective opposition. See also information.
information system--(DOD) The c. target of opportunity--(DOD) 1. A target visible to a surface or air sensor or observer, which is within range of available weapons and against which fire has not been scheduled or requested. 2. nuclear--A nuclear target obr.erved or detected after an operation begins that has not been previously considered, analyzed or planned for a nuclear strike. Genezally fleeting in nature, it should be attacked as soon as possible within the time limitations imposed for coordination and warning of friendly troops and aircraft. 9 6 1bi, 285.
SIbid., 296 " 3t 1Iid., 477.
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theater missile--(DOD) A missile,.which may be a ballistic. missile,* a cruise missile, or an air-to-surface missile (not including short-range, non-nuclear, direct fire missiles, bombs, or'rockets such as Maverick or wire--guided missiles), whose target is within a given theater of operation.' 0 time-sensitive targets--(DOD) Those targets requiring "immediate response because they pose (or will.soon pose) a cleartand present danger to friendly forces or are highly lucrative, fleeting targets of opportunity."41 40 id., 539.
41
.b", 545.
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